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deterrent definition meaning merriam
webster
May 28 2024

the meaning of deterrent is serving to discourage prevent or inhibit
serving to deter how to use deterrent in a sentence

deterrent definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com
Apr 27 2024

a deterrent makes you not want to do something let s say there s a giant
pile of cookies being guarded by an angry dog the dog is a deterrent
people talk about deterrents most often when discussing crime

deterrent english meaning cambridge
dictionary
Mar 26 2024

deterrent definition 1 something that deters people from doing
something 2 making someone less likely to do learn more

deterrent definition meaning dictionary
com
Feb 25 2024

noun something that prevents checks or suppresses a deterrent to crime
something that repels our lemongrass based bug deterrent is natural safe
and effective synonyms hindrance check curb restraint military strength
or an ability to defend a country or retaliate strongly enough to deter an
enemy from attacking deterrent
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deterrent definition in the cambridge
english dictionary
Jan 24 2024

adjective us dɪˈter ə nt uk dɪˈter ə nt making someone less likely to do
something by making it difficult for them to do it or by making them
realize that it will have bad results a deterrent effect more examples
smart vocabulary related words and phrases

what is the difference between deterrent
and deterrence
Dec 23 2023

a deterrent is a person place or thing that deters a person place or thing
a deterrence is a word used to refer to the act of something being
deterred when a person goes to prison they are deterred

deterrent synonyms 97 similar and
opposite words merriam
Nov 22 2023

synonyms for deterrent obstacle hurdle barrier obstruction
embarrassment interference hindrance impediment antonyms of
deterrent incentive stimulus impetus catalyst advantage spur stimulant
benefit

deterrent definition and meaning collins
english dictionary
Oct 21 2023

a deterrent is something that prevents people from doing something by
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making them afraid of what will happen to them if they do it they
seriously believe that capital punishment is a deterrent the tough new
law should act as a deterrent

deterrent noun definition pictures
pronunciation and
Sep 20 2023

deterrent noun dɪˈterənt dɪˈtɜːrənt something that makes somebody less
likely to do something that deters them deterrent to somebody
something hopefully his punishment will act as a deterrent to others
deterrent against something a deterrent against cheating extra examples

deterrence definition meaning merriam
webster
Aug 19 2023

the act or process of deterring such as a the inhibition of criminal
behavior by fear especially of punishment b the maintenance of military
power for the purpose of discouraging attack nuclear deterrence
examples of deterrence in a sentence the author argues that deterrence
is no longer the best way to prevent war

deterrent definition meaning
yourdictionary
Jul 18 2023

noun deterrents a thing or factor that deters hindrance webster s new
world similar definitions a retaliatory means of discouraging enemy
attack a nuclear deterrent american heritage synonyms handicap check
baulk balk hinderance
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five things about deterrence national
institute of justice
Jun 17 2023

deterrence the crime prevention effects of the threat of punishment is a
theory of choice in which individuals balance the benefits and costs of
crime in his 2013 essay deterrence in the twenty first century daniel s
nagin succinctly summarized the current state of theory and empirical
knowledge about deterrence 1

deterrent noun definition pictures
pronunciation and
May 16 2023

a thing that makes someone less likely to do something that deters them
hopefully his punishment will act as a deterrent to others the country s
nuclear deterrents nuclear weapons that are intended to stop an enemy
from attacking

what is deterrence cfr education
Apr 15 2023

deterrence simply means dissuading bad behavior with the threat of
significant punishment it s a practice that dates back millennia and
extends beyond international relations ancient romans for

deterrent definition in american english
collins english
Mar 14 2023

a deterrent is something that prevents people from doing something by
making them afraid of what will happen to them if they do it
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deterrent definition of deterrent by the
free dictionary
Feb 13 2023

define deterrent deterrent synonyms deterrent pronunciation deterrent
translation english dictionary definition of deterrent adj tending to deter
deterrent weapons n 1 something that deters a deterrent to theft 2 a
retaliatory means of discouraging enemy attack a nuclear

19 synonyms antonyms for deterrent
thesaurus com
Jan 12 2023

find 19 different ways to say deterrent along with antonyms related
words and example sentences at thesaurus com

deterrence and the death penalty national
institute of justice
Dec 11 2022

the report is divided into six chapters 1 introduction 2 capital
punishments in the post gregg era 3 determining the deterrent effect of
capital punishment key issues 4 panel studies 5 time series studies and 6
challenges to identifying deterrent effects

understanding deterrence rand corporation
Nov 10 2022

deterrence is the practice of discouraging or restraining someone in
world politics usually a nation state from taking unwanted actions such as
an armed attack it involves an efort to stop or prevent an action as
opposed to the closely related but distinct concept of compellence which
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is an efort to force an actor to do something

deterrent dictionaries and vocabulary tools
for english
Oct 09 2022

definition of deterrent english dictionary and integrated thesaurus for
learners writers teachers and students with advanced intermediate and
beginner levels
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